
BASAJAUN | Sustainable wood construction chain
for Europe

Wood construction chains can be optimized to foster both rural development and urban transformation whilst being connected with sustainable forest management in

Europe. Two full-scale medium-sized demo buildings are being constructed in Finland and France to integrate various innovative materials, products and components.

Objectives. The core idea is to enable the construction of a mid-sized building with the lowest possible surface of forest area. A series of innovative bio-based

materials, products and constructive systems are jointly developed and tested by companies and researchers. A digital framework of the 'forest to building'

chain and several regional innovation roadmaps are set up to explore how wood construction can create benefits for rural areas. The special feature of the

project is that it integrates the full value chain: all steps from forestry, wood processing, intermediate manufacturing and building are included, to establish the

link from raw materials in rural areas up to the high-end products in the urban environment. The activities of the project can be grouped into three main topics: 1.

Rural development, 2. Sustainable wood construction, and 3. Digitalization and innovation.

R&D aproach. The project partners develop and test innovative materials, products, building systems and supply chain solutions for manufacturers and end

users. The proof points for industrial end users and customers include a full record of the product’s technological and sustainability characteristics, productivity,

cost efficiency and competitiveness, and their demonstration in the form of two full scale demo buildings realised in operational settings. The aim is to exploit

100% of the raw materials obtained from harvested wood (i.e. solid wood, fibres, veneers, bark, sawdust, etc.) and create a building that is as much as possible

based in products and sub-products from all these materials. This goal is challenging but can deliver convincing evidence that sustainable wood construction is

ready to tackle three global challenges at the same time: 1. mitigation of GHG emissions of the construction sector, 2. development of sustainable high-value

materials and products for urban customers, and 3. strengthening of rural development and employment.

Main outcomes. 1) Several guidance reports about building with wood addressing a holistic value chain including LCA, recyclability and eco-design of novel

building products and systems, 2) Studies on wood as driver for sustainable development in Europe's rural regions, 3) A 'Forest to Building Digital Framework'

(F2BDF) as digital twin of the whole value chain, 4) A series of innovative bio-based materials, products and constructive systems, including thermoplastic

composites, WPC foams, waterborne coatings with fire-proof properties, structural components, structural insulation panels, façade, interior partitions and roof

prototypes, etc., 5) Two full-scale demo buildings integrating these innovations, in France and in Finland, 6) A regional innovation platform for upscaling results
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with companies and stakeholders.

Coordinated by Tecnalia in Spain, the consortium comprises 29 partners from 12 countries including 14 companies, 12 research organizations and universities,

and 3 other public and sectoral organizations. The project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme

under grant agreement no. 862942 from 2019-2023.
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VIAC INFORMáCIí

RIEšENá VýZVA

6. Rozvoj lesného biohospodárstva prostredníctvom

obehového využívania a produktov s pridanou

hodnotou

DOMAIN

Odvetvie drevených konštrukcií

TYP RIEšENIA

Siete, testovacie zariadenia, platformy pre výskum a

vývoj

KľúčOVé SLOVá

wood construction; digital twin; innovative

engineered wood products; circular use

DIGITALNE RIEšENIE

áno

INOVáCIE

Áno

KRAJINA PôVODU

Fńsko

ROZSAH APLIKáCIE

Cezhraničný/multilaterálny

ZAčIATOK A KONIEC ROKA

2019 - 2023

KONTAKTNé
úDAJE

VLASTNíK ALEBO AUTOR 

Tecnalia Research and Innovation 

Javier García Jaca 

javier.garciajaca@tecnalia.com 

tecnalia.com

REPORTéR

InnovaWood asbl 

Uwe Kies 

uwe.kies@innovawood.eu

REFERENCES
AND RESOURCES

HLAVNá WEBSTRáNKA

http://www.basajaun-horizon.eu

ZDROJE 

--

PROJEKTOVá WEBSTRáNKA

--

REFERENCIA PROJEKTU

BASAJAUN, EC Horizon 2020, grant no. 862942, 2019-2023.
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LOGO NAJLPEšEJ PRAXE LOGO HLAVNEJ ORGANIZáCIE

PROJEKT, V RáMCI KTORéHO BOL TENTO INFORMAčNý PREHľAD VYTVORENý

Rosewood 4.0

DáTUM ODOSLANIA

17 dec 2021

This project has received funding from the European Union's Horizon

2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement No.

862681

A TOOL FROM ROSEWOOD 4.0, DESIGNED AND DEVELOPED BY
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https://www.forestinnovationhubs.rosewood-network.eu/en/node/1230
https://www.forestinnovationhubs.rosewood-network.eu/en/node/1230
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